
Trust Rio Carry bag for 16” laptops - Black
Neat 16” laptop bag with tablet compartment and extra room for your accessories and 
belongings

Article number: 19762 
Barcode: 8713439197624 
GTIN: 08713439197624 

Core content

Brand Trust

Product type Carry bag for 16” laptops

Colour Black

Key features - Big main compartment with padded section for laptops up to 16” - Additional padded section to store your tablet 

(up to 11”) - Easy access to your laptop and tablet from the top side - 2 zippered front compartments for charger, 

phone, wallet etc - Extra compartment at the back for documents, magazines etc - Neat design made of 

weatherproof, high strength fabric - Adjustable carry strap with comfortable shoulderpad - Can be attached to a 

trolley bag

Package contents - Laptop bag - Shoulder strap

System requirements - Any laptop with outer size up to 383 x 263 mm

Marketing

Extended retailer text  

Light blue accents, black metal zippers and a fine finish not only make the Rio practical but also give it a modern 

look. So if you are looking for a nice and practical bag for your laptop or tablet then the Rio is the ideal choice!

 

Robust Design
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The Rio combines robust features of a business laptop bag with a fine finish. The smooth surface with light blue 

accents and concealed zippers give it a modern look. The Rio is weather resistant protecting your tablet or laptop 

against wind and rain. The bag is made of durable materials with a black metal parts such as the zippers, belt 

buckles and stirrups making it ideal for an intensive use.

Thanks to its adjustable shoulder strap you can easily carry around your laptop, tablet and other accessories in a 

comfortable way. The soft shoulder support prevents any pain on your shoulder when being on a trip.

 

Slim Design

Thanks to the slim design of the Rio 16” you can not only easily store and carry your laptop but also your tablet is 

completely protected. The Rio is a bag with infinite possibilities to store your stuff. It has two front pockets with a 

well-organized and clear inside where you can easily store all of your accessories as chargers, cables, smartphone, 

business cards, bank- and credit cards, pens etc.

Additionally, the Rio 16” has an extra compartment at the backside where you can store documents, magazines or 

your agenda. This compartment offers more than just storage: You can easily unzip it to place it on the drawbar of 

a trolley which makes it ideal for travelling!

 

Dimensions

The Rio 16” has two separate protecting compartments for laptop and tablet. The laptop compartment is suitable 

for laptops up to 16” with a maximum size of 38 x 26 x 4 cm.

The tablet compartment has enough space for storing any tablet up to 10.1” such as the iPad, Samsung Galaxy 

Tab3 10" and the Google Nexus 10. Of course it is also suited for smaller tablets as the iPad mini and the Galaxy 

tab 3 7.0 and 8.0. In addition to this, you can keep your tablet in its case when storing it in the Rio 17.3”.

 

 

Specifications

Type of bag carry bag
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